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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Swedish Chameleon SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based SC4LARGE LE,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Camcorder Supports & Rigs Swedish Chameleon.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Swedish Chameleon SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based SC4LARGE LE

        The user manual for the Swedish Chameleon SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based SC4LARGE LE provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Professional Video  -  Tripods, Supports & Rigs  -  Supports & Rigs  -  Camcorder Supports & Rigs.
        


        The SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based Shoulder Support from Swedish Chameleon is the light edition of the SC4:LARGE support rig. It consists of the same key components but excludes the follow focus, DSLR anti-twist plate, and carrying case. The SC4:LARGE is designed for filmmakers with long workdays, long shoots, or heavy setups with many accessories that need to be attached to the rig. It features a backrod and waist belt that work as an effective counterweight system, performing the same function as an ordinary heavy counterweight system, but without adding additional weight. This allows you to take the weight of the rig off your arms, and even let go of the handles completely. Together with the large and comfortable angled shoulder piece that distributes the weight evenly over your shoulder, you will be able to carry a heavy setup for a long period of time.
 
 The dovetail system makes the transition from tripod (no rig) to shoulder fast and easy. The shoulder and handle unit can be detached from the rig in seconds, leaving you with a 5.9" long dual dovetail plate, bridge plate with two 15mm rods, quick-release plate, and a camera fixation plate. Also included is a SC:ATTACH that can be used to support larger lenses with tripod support or to attach accessories.
 
 The SC4:LARGE LE is essentially three rigs in one as it includes all of the components needed to assemble the SC4:SMALL or SC4:MEDIUM rigs as well. This gives you the flexibility to build the right rig for the occasion. It is suitable for DSLRs, camcorders, and many camera cages.        
      
	        
        If you own a Swedish Chameleon camcorder supports & rigs and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Swedish Chameleon SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based SC4LARGE LE in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Swedish Chameleon SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based SC4LARGE LE:
  Specifications
  
 
   	 Dovetail Plate 	 Dimensions (LxWxH): 5.91 x 1.94 x 0.75" / 150.0 x 49.2 x 19.0 mm
 Type: Manfrotto 501PL 
	 Quick Release Plate 	 Manfrotto 501PL type 
	 Camera Mounting Screw 	 1/4"-20 and 3/8"-16 

 
 
      
 
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Swedish Chameleon SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based SC4LARGE LE can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new camcorder supports & rigs, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Swedish Chameleon users keep a unique electronic library
        for Swedish Chameleon camcorder supports & rigss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Swedish Chameleon SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based SC4LARGE LE.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Swedish Chameleon SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based SC4LARGE LE, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the camcorder supports & rigs.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Swedish Chameleon service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Swedish Chameleon SC4:LARGE LE Dovetail Based SC4LARGE LE. User manuals are also
        available on the Swedish Chameleon website under Professional Video  -  Tripods, Supports & Rigs  -  Supports & Rigs  -  Camcorder Supports & Rigs.
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